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ABSTRACT 

 

Law is basis for the implementation of all policies made by the government. The legal 

policy as outlined in the law, becomes a means of social change, which contains policies to 

be achieved by the government, to direct people to accept the new values. The purpose of 

writing this paper is to examine the instruments of democracy in law-making, especially 

Indonesian law. This research uses statute and conceptual approach to study and analyze 

the conceptual framework that is suitable with this research, namely the instrument of 

democracy in law-making. Finding of the research is principle of democracy in law-making 

in Indonesia can be identified into three fundamental aspect:   guarantee of information 

disclosure, public participation and public-rights mechanisms. Information Disclosure can 

be in the form of: (a) Guaranteed information disclosure, (b) Accountability, and (c) 

Consensus. Community participation is carried out through: (a) Public hearing, (b) Work 

visit, (c) Socialization, and (d) Seminars, workshops and discussions. Public-right 

mechanism can be: (a) judicial enforcement in the form of judicial review and democratic-

mechanism in the form of demonstration.  Most of the instruments of democracy in law-

making in Indonesia is community-participation based. 

 

Keywords: Law; Democracy; Instrument. 
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Abstract. Law is basis for the implementation of all policies made by the government. The 
legal policy as outlined in the law, becomes a means of social change, which contains policies 

to be achieved by the government, to direct people to accept the new values. The purpose of 

writing this paper is to examine the instruments of democracy in law-making, especially 

Indonesian law. This research uses statute and conceptual approach to study and analyze the 

conceptual framework that is suitable with this research, namely the instrument of democracy 

in law-making. Finding of the researach is principle of democracy in law-making in Indonesia 

can be identified into three fundamental aspect:   guarantee of information disclosure, public 

participation and public-rights mechanisms. Information Disclosure can be in the form of: (a) 

Guaranteed information disclosure, (b) Accountability, and (c) Consensus. Community 

participation is carried out through: (a) Public hearing, (b) Work visit, (c) Socialization, and 

(d) Seminars, workshops and discussions. Public-right mechanism can be: (a) judicial 
enforcement in the form of judicial review and democratic-mechanism in the form of 

demonstration.  Most of the instruments of democracy in law-making in Indonesia is 

community-participation based. 
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1. Introduction 

Law is basis for the implementation of all policies made by the government. The legal policy as 
outlined in the law, becomes a means of social change, which contains policies to be achieved by the 

government, to direct people to accept the new values. [1] Measures toward the formation of a higher 

quality law, part of an effort to support legal reform, have been realized through a national legislation 
program. Such improvement efforts involve law-making process, as well as the regulated substance. 

Such a move is expected to provide assurance that the established legislation is able to accommodate 

rapid needs in the implementation of development.  

       The quality of legislation products is largely determined by the process and mechanism of the 
preparation and discussion. In the process, the more intense and widespread community participation 

will result in improved and democratic and accommodative products of legislation to the interests of 

society. Therefore, it is necessary to have a standard level of public participation, both in terms of 
intensity, scope, media, and instruments of participation that are regulated comprehensively and in 

detail in the provisions of legislation on law-making.  

      There is often bill approved by the People Representative Council to become law, then passed and 

enacted by the President, but is immediately criticized sharply that the legislation needs to be revised. 
For example, to illustrate this, Law Number. 23 of 1997 on the Management of the Environment, 

immediately received a "verdict" of revision, immediately after it was enacted. Other issues can also 

be revealed, such as when the implementation of Law Number 22 of 1999. At the beginning of the 
enactment of this law immediately reap criticism, because the emergence of juridical problems in its 

application. Example of the latest problem is Law Number 9 Year 2009 on Education Legal Entity 

and Act of Social Organization, namely Law Number 17 of 2013 on Social Organization. At the 
beginning of the enactment of this law also immediately reap criticism, because the emergence of 

juridical problems in its application. 



 

 

 
 

      For this reason, it is democracy principle in law making is a key aspect to have good legislation.. 
The study focused on the issue of what form of democratic instrument in law making? This study is a 

normative legal study conducted through literature study or library research, using conceptual 

approach and statute approach. Conceptual approach used to find meaning and content of democracy, 

while statute approach used to find how rules of on law-making process based on Indonesian legal 
system.  

 

2. Discussion 
2.1. Guarantees of Information Disclosure 

Involvement and participation in the legislative process requires access and opportunities that are 

legally formalized to the public to obtain information about everything that happens within the 
parliament, especially with regard to law-making activities. Availability and access to information and 

community involvement in the legislation process are two interrelated issues. Decision-making in 

parliament is basically formally conducted in trials, therefore access to attend sessions (meetings) is 

an important key to community participation. This means that public hearings are an important part of 
the effort to create an accountable and transparent parliament. In addition, access to court 

proceedings, trial treaties and various public information forms the basis for broader parliamentary 

transparency. Thus, the guarantee of public information disclosure, the granting of access to the court 
and the willingness to pay attention to public inputs become the minimal preconditions for the 

involvement of the people in the process of legislation.  

       The constitution of the Republic Indonesia Article 28F provides citizens with constitutional 
guarantees for public information. Mentioned in the constitution that: each person shall have the right 

to communicate and obtain information to develop his or her personal and social environment. They 

also have the right to search, obtain, possess, and store information using any available channel types. 

      Human rights guarantee in the constitution of the Republic of Indonesia is a mandate to the 
Government and the House of Representatives to elaborate it further in various implementing 

legislation in order to become operative. Therefore, all information produced and about the 

administration of the government belongs to the people as a mandate. It is therefore appropriate that 
information about activities funded with public funds be public information as well. This is the basis 

for the principle that public information is open and accessible. 

 

2.2. Accountability 

The issue of accountability in law making an inseparable requirement to create Good Governance 

through the product of the law in the context of the administration of the State. 

With regard to this accountability, Starling provides the definition of accountability is as follows: A 
good synonim for the term accountability is answerability. An organization must be answerable to 

someone outside itself. When things go wrong, someone must be held responsible. Unfortunately, a 

frequently heard charge is that government is faceless and that, consequently, affixing blame is 
difficult. [2] 

     From the above formulation, starling asserts that accountability is a willingness to answer public 

questions. Public questions in the context of accountability imply a liability to various policies and 

public services. Thus, this accountability is a Condition Sine Quanon for an official or an office 
environment in a democratic State. For, in essence, the power inherent in a position or an office 

environment in a democratic country is from the people, by the people, to the people and run with the 

people. 
 

2.3. Consensus  

The consensus should involve the community in the process of preparing and discussing the draft law 
to be drafted, so that the desired objectives can be achieved. Furthermore, A. Hamid S. Attamimi also 

said that, in Indonesia the consensus can be realized with: [3] good planning, clear, and open, known 

to the people about the consequences that will arise and the background and goals to be achieved. It 

can also be done by spreading the draft laws to the public before its formation. Of course, in addition, 
if the legislation in question is a law, its deliberations in the House of Representatives can be done by 

involving as many people as possible through institutions with opinions that we have long had. 

 



 

 

 
 

2.4. Freedom Of Expression 
Discussion on freedom of expression, related to public freedom in participating in the process of 

formulating legislation. The way that can be done in participating is poured in the form of freedom of 

opinion is through 2 (two) ways that is by formal and formal Numbern. Formal means official means 

in other words there are certain rules that must be obeyed and not free, whereas formal Numbern is 
not official generally though there are no rules that are too intriguing, but still there are limits. Then 

the community can participate in a formal way through: the delivery of alternative draft laws. While 

the formal Numbern way is: a). Demonstration. (b) Proposals and inputs through print media; and (c) 
Proposals and inputs through electronic media. Formal and informal means undertaken by the 

community to participate above in the process of formulation of the legislation will be described 

further below:  
2.4.1. Formal Method  

Submission of Alternative Bill 

The participation of the community in the form of submission of the Alternative Bill can be made by 

the community by drafting the alternative provision at the same time when bill discussed in the 
legislature has not been or is not even aspirational to the interests of the wider community. The 

drafting of the alternative bill made in accordance with procedure and format as stipulated in the Law 

of Number 12 Year 2011 on the Establishment of Laws and Regulations. Submission of this 
alternative Bill should be made in the early stages of the discussion of the bill in the legislative body, 

i.e., simultaneously with the submission of bill to the House of Representatives by both the 

Government and the Parliament itself. If the submission of the new alternative law is proposed mid or 
even at the end of the discussion of a bill, then the objective of the proposed alternative Bill will not 

be effective in influencing law-making process. 

 

2.4.2. Informal Method 
Public participation by informal means can be done through: a). Demonstration. (b) Proposals and 

inputs through printed media; and (c) Proposals and inputs through electronic media.  

Demonstration 

Community participation in the form of demonstration can be done by the community in order to 

support, reject or suppress the material being discussed in the process of forming the law. However, 

the influence of this demonstration will be more successful in influencing the legislature if it is carried 

out by the people directly concerned, with a large and continuous number. This demonstration is an 
expression of the individual's freedom of citizens for their interests which will be regulated in a law. 

So, this demonstration can not only be regarded as a wind and in the process of forming the law. 

 
Proposals and Inputs through Printed Media 

Public participation in the form of suggestions and input through print media can be done by the 

public by making an opinion on a problem being discussed in the legislative body. This public opinion 
can be articles, press conferences, interviews, statements, or news headlines from newspapers and 

magazines. Public participation through the print media is widely done by the community, because the 

way is relatively practical when compared with other forms of community participation. This means 

that the perpetrators of community participation will not lose much time to do so.  
      However, the form of public participation through this print media, has a weak side of the opinion 

submitted is not necessarily up to the hands of authorities to discuss a Draft Law. Therefore, in 

addition to submit to the print media should be sent to the House of Representatives either through the 
post or email so directly accepted by the completeness of the House of Representatives which was 

discussing a Draft Law. 

 
Proposals and Inputs through Electronic Media  

      Public participation in the form of input through electronic media can be done by the community 

by creating a dialogue by presenting competent resource persons to a problem being discussed in the 

legislature. Dialogue through electronic media has a wide range and can encourage people to 
participate in discussing issues that concern the wider community. Therefore, public participation in 

the form of electronic media needs to be encouraged in the process of formulating the law so that it 

will awaken the public about the rights and obligations that will be regulated in the law. 



 

 

 
 

 
2.5. Public Participation 

Community participation is defined as the participation of the community, either individually or in 

groups, actively in the determination of public policy or legislation. As a concept developed in the 

modern political system, participation is a space for people to negotiate in the process of policy 
formulation, especially those that directly impact people's lives. Saifudin states that: Participation is a 

growing system in modern political systems. [4] The provision of public space or the presence of 

community participation is an absolute demand for democratization. Saldi Isra in his book entitled the 
shifting function of legislation states that, community participation is defined as the participation of 

the community, both individually and in groups, actively in the determination of public policy or 

legislation. [5] 
       Community involvement in the drafting of the Law covered under the meaning of transparency 

and accountability is that the decision-making process is conducted openly, where the argument of 

consent or claims on a plan of the Act is conducted in consultation and with the public's knowledge. 

Furthermore, the existence of community participation has led to a prolonged debate between two 
opposing and pro-democratic groups with community participation. [6] 

       In contrast to elite democracy, proponents of participatory participatory theory of democracy, 

judging importance in terms of the existence of community participation, suggesting that: The citizens 
both individually and in groups, are not merely consumer of satisfaction, but require opportunities and 

encouragement for self-expression and development. According to the followers of the theory of 

participatory democracy, it is assumed that citizens of each other are always in a state of conflict of 
interest, but instead view that the essence of the human personality is complementary in collective life 

so that each other able to harmonize individual interests with the common interest (sosiall interest) 

through acceptable means. According to followers of the democratic theory of participation, the 

essence of democracy is to ensure that decisions are made by the government by including citizens 
who may be affected by those decisions. Therefore, the notion of democracy is to encourage 

participation in making decisions that affect their lives. Thus, this theory not only wants to bring 

about democratic governance, but also democratic societies. 
       Furthermore, according to the theory put forward by Sherry R. Arnstein is the theory of "Ladder 

Arnstein" which is characteristic of public participation (democracy), in the ladder is loaded with 

meaning. There are eight steps, symbolizing the eight levels of public participation. Arnstein named 

him, The Ladder of Citizen Participation or popular with The Arnstein's Ladder. 
      Arnstein classifies the eight steps into three parts in the form of a ladder of participation in that 

order: 

 
      His lowest stairs represent non-participation conditions, including: (1) manipulation and (2) 

therapy. Then followed by stairs (3) informing, (4) consultation, and (5) placation, where the three 

ladders are described as tokenism levels. Tokenism can be interpreted as a conscious policy, in the 
form of superficial efforts or a symbolic action in the achievement of a goal. So simply abort a mere 

obligation and not a genuine effort to engage society in a meaningful way. The next ladder is (6) 

partnership, (7) delegated power, and (8) citizen control. The last three ladders illustrate a change in 
the balance of power that Arnstein considered a real form of community participation. 

 

2.6. Public-Rights Mechanism 

The discussion on the public-right mechanism is in relation to the form or steps that can be taken by 
the public against the objection or dissatisfaction of the public to the presence of a law made by the 

1 Citizen Control 

Degree of citizen power  2 Delegated Power 

3 Partnership 

4 Placation 

Degree  of  tokenism  5 Consultation 

6 Informing 

7 Therapy 
Number participation 

8 Manipulating 



 

 

 
 

government together with the People's Legislative Assembly and enacted by the government in the 
State Gazette. The objection mechanism that can be done by the community is by: (a) a protest against 

the presence of a new law; and (b) demands for judicial review of the law. 

 

2.6.1. Demonstration Against the Presence of the New Law 
The existence of a new law can be addressed by a variety of people, because it is very possible with 

the new law that is not solve the problem, but it creates new social problems in society. That attitude 

can be either support or rejection of the birth of a new law embodied by the demonstration. 
Unfortunately, however, the protests against the new law were aimed at a new law rather than 

supporting the emergence of new legislation. In fact, protests can also be made against the existence 

of new laws in accordance with the wishes of the community. Therefore, this demonstration is a form 
of public participation in law-making process, especially protests that refuse because it will encourage 

refinement or replacement with a better law. 

2.6.2. Judicial Review Mechanism 

Law that has promulgated by the legislature and has been ratified by the President and contained in 
the gazette of the state has binding and valid power applicable in the community. For people who 

have not or are not satisfied with the birth of a law can make a petition for judicial review of the law. 

     The existence of a judicial review of the law is intended in order to maintain the constitutional 
standing of the abuse of power from the legislative organs. For, the law is made by the legislative 

body which is a political institution and therefore inevitably can be loaded with political interests in it. 

      Thus, the demand for judicial review of the law is the right of the community to be guaranteed in 
realizing the participation of the community in the process of forming the law. It is necessary to have 

institutions that are consistently given the authority to conduct material judicial review of legislation 

products that are perceived to be detrimental to society, and the idea for this material test basically 

existed since the formulation of the Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. 
      Along with the opening of the tap of democracy and the increasing of public participation in the 

reform era in regulating the constitution of constitutional life, the petition for judicial review or the 

judicial review of the law is allegedly contradictory to the Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia's 
Republic of Indonesia Constitution Court and the examination of laws and regulations under the law, 

the law is allegedly contrary to the law then its testing by the Supreme Court experienced a significant 

increase. 

 

3. Conclusion 

Based on the results of research and analysis conducted through the assessment as described in the 

previous chapters, to the following conclusions: that the form of instruments (tools) of democracy in 
the formation of legislation that can be realized/in the form of guarantee of information disclosure, 

public participation and mechanism of objections. Where Information Disclosure can be: (a) 

Information disclosure guarantee, (b) Accountability, (c) Consensus. Public-right mechanism can be: 
(a) judicial enforcement in the form of judicial review and democratic-mechanism in the form of 

demonstration.  Most of the instruments of democracy in law-making employed in Indonesian context 

is the community participation. 
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